






 

ensure the protection of privacy and data security and avoid the use of the advanced 
technologies for terrorism purposes or illicit activities, for example.  
Lastly, we believe cooperation between countries is essential to ensure that science, technology 
and innovation are used to contribute to a fairer, inclusive and equitable world, closing the 
inequality gap between countries, instead of deepening it.  
 

Chapter IV. Youth and future generations 

Developing strategies for the empowerment of multiple youths based on a culture of peace and 
development alliances against inequality means bringing empowerment and integrated and 
comprehensive approaches to discussion spaces. At Youth for Change, we believe that 
integrating generations and engaging young people means creating a world made possible by 
change.  

�® Empowerment of Multiple Youths: 
 Inclusion and Diversity: Creating inclusive spaces that recognize and respect the 

diversity of experiences, identities and perspectives of young people from 
different cultures and countries. 

 Training and Skills: Offer training programs that develop practical skills, leadership 
and entrepreneurship among the different youth, opening up spaces for 
discussion and problem-solving. 

�® Cultural Exchange and Culture of Peace: 
 Facilitate the development of cultural programs between nations and in 

underdeveloped territories that promote mutual understanding, tolerance and 
the building of bridges between different communities. 

 Peace Education: Integrate educational curricula that emphasize conflict 
resolution, dialogue and the promotion of a culture of peace. 

�® Youth in Spaces of Power and Global Discussions: 
 Quotas and Active Participation: Establish policies that guarantee the active 

representation of young people in decision-making bodies and spaces for global 
discussion on a larger scale, bringing strategies of responsibility and action to 
every young person on the planet, every person has the capacity to be a 
transforming agent. 

 Conferences and Forums: Facilitate conferences and forums that allow young 





 

to enhance transparency. 
�® Collaborative Action: Commit to active collaboration with international bodies, 

governments, and youth networks to foster a culture of dialogue and cooperation for 
positive global governance. 
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